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ENVIRONMENT FRIENDLY PRODUCT 

FUME FILTER SET FF-122 USER MANUAL 

 

                 Product introduction: 

        This product is especially designed for reducing some toxic fumes and gases during 

most popular melting and/or heating processes. This filter can help prevent you from 

absorbing most poisonous substances produced during most popular melting/heating/firing 

processes like a Mercury in Gold. The filter done from environment friendly materials, is 

very light, easy changeable and very simple to use. It not require any professional 

knowledge or specific training to work with: just place it on a ventilation hole of your kiln 

(furnace) or on a crucible and fill it with some amount of activated charcoal. That’s it.  
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                      Technical specification: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                     Standard delivery specification: 

 The two-part muffle fume-filter. 

 Fiber wool tablet/s (installed). 

 Stainless steel mesh bowl (installed). 

 Metal clamp (belt) for two-part filter’s muffle body. 

 50 gram pack of activated charcoal pieces. 

FUME-FILTER MODEL: FF-122 

TYPE 2-parts set 

OUTER DIAMETER 100 mm (4”) 

MAXIMUM HEATING TEMPERATURE: 

HEATING TIME ON 1000 C (1832 F) OR LESS: 

1130C / 2066°F (90 minutes) 

120—360 minutes 

BODY MATERIAL Muffle compositions 

WEIGHT: 270 Gram 

FOR HOLE’s (crucibles’) DIAMETER: 10 mm — 75 mm 

HEIGHT 75 mm (3”) 

HEAT- PROOF FILTER: Fiber wool 1240C 

FUME-FILTER MATERIAL: Activated charcoal 
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ENVIRONMENT FRIENDLY PRODUCT 

 

How to prepare it for work and how it works: 

 

The installation and operation of this fume-filter does not require professional knowledge or specific 

training and it can be easily used by beginners. The filter supplied from the manufacturer as a “Ready-to-

use” set with already installed heat-filter (PIC 1) and stainless steel mesh bowl inside. The activated 

charcoal pieces supplied separately by a 50-gram pack. Place this filter on a kiln’s ventilation hole or on 

your crucible instead its lid, sprinkle activated charcoal chips (about 10 gram) on a stainless steel mesh 

bowl on the top of the filter (PIC 2) and start your work as usually. Please make sure that your air-filter 

covered the kiln’s ventilation hole or your crucible properly. Please note also that this filter is not an 

extractor and can’t filter out air on 100% from all of gases/inclusions. It is designed to reduce their 

quantity in air. The quantity of filtering very depend of quantity of activated charcoal pieces and their 

working time. 

 

HOW TO CHANGE A HEAT-PROOF FIBER WOOL IN THE FILTER:  

(We using the heat-proof fiber wool tablet/s inside the filter to avoid open flame in charcoal during high temperature processes) 

 Cool down the fume-filter first. 

 By tweezers take out already used heat-proof fiber wool tablet/s from the bottom of fume-filter. 

 Replace it with a new heat-proof fiber wool tablet/s by inserting it on same place (Usually the fume filter set is supplied by manufacturer 

with one 50x50 mm tablet or with two tablets by 50x25 mm each). 

 Do NOT PRESS new heat-proof fiber wool tablet/s when placed it/them on old place to avoid problem with easy gas leaking through the 

tablet/s. 

 The normal height of the installed fiber wool tablet/s should be about 40 mm (do not press!).  

 

HOW TO CHANGE ACTIVATED CHARCOAL PIECES: 

(We using the charcoal pieces for reducing gases, smells and fume on our workplace) 

 Cool down the air-filter first. 

 Dispose used charcoal pieces and replace them by about 10 gram of new pieces. (Usually enough for 90 minutes of filtering on 1130 C 

(2066 F) and much longer on temperatures below 1000 C (1832 F). 

 Repeat it as soon as you start to fill up a strong odour from your kiln (crucible) again or, when the charcoal chips are combust, or will 

burned out. 

             PIC 3:  FILTER                                                                                                                                       PIC 4: ACTIVATED CHARCOAL  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PIC 5:  FIBER WOOL TABLET: 

                      MADE IN UK.  ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. CDR No: 001997685-0001 
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SAFETY & HEALTH 

 Follow all standard Health & Safety rules/regulations for your works in your country. 

 

 In not on a kiln this fume-filter should be placed on a level surface that will not be damaged by heat. 

Metal stands, stones or ceramic plates may be very useful for this purpose. 

 

 Always use a heat resistant gloves and a pliers to lift up or move this filter around by its metal pin (PIC 

2) on the clump (belt).  

 

 Never leave it unattended due to the high temperatures it can reach and to avoid unexpected activated 

charcoal spoilage by open fire. 

 

 KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN. 

 

 Do not heat up the fume-filter continuously on TOP temperatures longer then 90 minutes. (90% of 

heating/melting/firing processes take less then 60 minutes).  Then cool it down, change (if required) 

fiber wool tablet/s and charcoal pieces and use it again. On low temperatures you can use the filter 

much longer. 

 

 Never try to unscrew or tight a metal clamp (belt) around the fume-filter — it can damage it instantly. 

Keep factory setting! 

 

 Change the heat-filter (tablets) & activated charcoal pieces only on an already cooled fume-filter. 

 

 This fume-filter made from a special, heat-resist material (muffle) that has an excellent heat resistance 

(to keep heat inside your kiln or crucible) but is breakable. Please always move/lift it up with an extra 

care. 

 

                 Troubleshooting: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
THANK YOU FOR YOUR CUSTOM 

Problem: Solution: 

I can smell a strong odour from under my 

fume-filter or around: 

 

 Change heat-filter  tablet/s or 

 Add the new activated charcoal or 

 Change activated charcoal in full 

Charcoal chips begins to smoulder:  Change heat-filter  tablet/s or 

 Do NOT use with temperatures higher then 

1130 C (2066 F) or 

 Do NOT heat your air-filter more then 2-3 

hours. Cool it down and change activated 

charcoal and fiber wool tablets. 


